
MOBILE CONTENT PROVIDER BUSINESS PLAN

We have identified six business models that the content providers have adopted: the User. Fee Model, the Shopping
Model, the Marketing Core.

Platform businesses also receive higher valuations than linear startups. The Anatomy of a Platform Business A
platform ultimately enables this value creation by facilitating transactions. Platforms perform better over both
the short and the long term along key financial dimensions. Selling flat rate mobile broadband is not good
business - especially when traffic is growing and most operators are today actually using their voice revenue to
subsidise their mobile broadband business. In general, linear companies create value in the form of goods or
services and then sell them to someone downstream in their supply chain. Even though its a technology
company, Netflix is still a linear business and not a platform business. But thanks to connected technology,
platforms can now facilitate the exchange of value produced by decentralized networks of individuals. A
model that was created in Norway and that has since spread across the rest of the world. We call this model
the BCAP model - Broadband Content Access Provider model From an operator's and content provider point
of view, the model we have described has a number of advantages - advantages that we believe will quickly
make this business model very popular and ensure the growth of the broadband services market. What a
company owns matters less than what it can connect. Today it is easy to develop, market and sell services for
mobile telephones across many networks, types of phones and in many countries. We call this model the
BCAP model - Broadband Content Access Provider model From an operator's and content provider point of
view, the model we have described has a number of advantages - advantages that we believe will quickly
make this business model very popular and ensure the growth of the broadband services market. In our report
"How to get success with Value added services on the Mobile Broadband market", Strand Consult examines
the current mobile broadband market and how it will develop in the future and we look at which VAS
products will dominate this market in the future. With the advent of connected technology, these ecosystems
enable platforms to scale in ways that traditional businesses cannot. As with all of the preceding examples,
these SaaS companies are still linear businesses. In this unique report we have examined the market and how it
is developing and we have described both the technological solutions and the underlying business models that
will drive the mobile broadband value added services market. What a company owns matters less than the
resources it can connect and connect to. The challenge is a unique one: how to get potentially millions of
people to behave the way you want them to. In the twenty-first century, the supply chain is no longer the
central aggregator of business value. Here at Strand Consult, we believe that today's global market for value
added services will spread from mobile phones and over to PC solutions that have a mobile broadband
connection, and from there on to the traditional broadband solutions. Weekly Industry Newsletter. Other
research has found a similar valuation gap between platforms and linear businesses. But the trends in both
public and private markets show that platform businesses are quickly overtaking linear companies. The
number of platforms at the top of our economy is growing fast. Obviously, not all of these unicorn companies
will survive. Maker platforms facilitate 1:many connections. Maker Platforms: Exchange platforms faciliate
direct, connections. We believe that in the same way that there today is a business model for mobile services
for mobile telephones, there will also be future business models for broadband services that launch in the
mobile broadband universe and that thereafter spread to ordinary fixed line broadband. Examples of a few
well-known linear businesses. In fact, they play an even more prominent role in developing countries than
they do in the United States. Here at Strand Consult, we believe that today's global market for value added
services will spread from mobile phones and over to PC solutions that have a mobile broadband connection,
and from there on to the traditional broadband solutions. To top it off, platforms also got more favorable terms
from investors. Like their predecessors, these businesses have mostly used brick-and-mortar locations to
facilitate exchanges. Today it is easy to develop, market and sell services for mobile telephones across many
networks, types of phones and in many countries. Selling flat rate mobile broadband is not good business -
especially when traffic is growing and most operators are today actually using their voice revenue to subsidise
their mobile broadband business. This is the essence of how platform business models work. In Asia, 31 of 36
unicorns are platforms, or about 86 percent. This will result in both operators and content providers seeing this
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as a win-win situation. But they are only the tip of the iceberg. We know that it was these reports and the
many lectures and workshops based on the reports that we held from to that was one of the most significant
reasons why many operators chose this business model. It also includes tech companies like Netflix, which
pays for or licenses all of its content. In order to make these exchanges happen, platforms harness and create
large, scalable networks of users and resources that can be accessed on demand.


